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Abstract
Genomic cis regulatory elements support the gene transcriptional landscape
which fine tune spatiotemporal gene expression via interaction with different
transcription factors and co modulators during development. These regulatory
elements are poorly conserved, highly heterogenous with limited understanding of
their role in gene expression. Here we use a well-known human tumor suppressor
gene, Breast Cancer Type 1 (BRCA1) and UCSC human genome browser database
to report the in-silico putative cis regulatory enhancer element and its features. We
report a 2kb double elite enhancer, GH17J043079 located within intron 12 of the
BRCA1 gene. The enhancer interacts with NBR1, NBR2, TMEM106A and RPL27 and
VAT1 gene promoters. GH17J043079 showed histone activity in human embryonic
stem cells, cancerous cells, housed transcription factors specific to liver cells and was
enriched with Alu elements, indicative of ability for potential gene rearrangements.
Additionally, it contained eQTLs, rs4793197, rs8176190, rs8176192, rs8176193 and
rs8176194 with disparity in allele frequency across populations. Our in-silico review
on the features present within GH17J043079 element in BRCA1 helps to postulate
an intricate transcription regulation. Such candidate based analysis of features within
cis regulatory element on a gene can help elucidate intricate genomic architecture,
gene regulation and its impact on complex disorders.

Keywords: BRCA1; Sporadic Breast Cancer; Enhancer; SNPs; Transcription
Factors; Alu Elements

Introduction
Complex interactions between transcription factors, chromatin modifications
and cofactors at genomic regulatory elements have been known to mediate
transcriptional programming. Regulatory elements such as enhancers contain
specific DNA elements that are recognized by tissue-specific transcription factors
and help program optimal activation of target genes via long range chromatin
interactions [1-3]. Such specific interaction events determine spatiotemporal
patterns of gene expression that control the events from development of specific
cell type, tissues and responses to environmental stimuli, including onset and
development of diseases [4]. Importantly, genetic alternations on enhancer
sequences have known to contribute significantly to disease progression [5-8].
Studies have reported ~ 80% genetic variants are associated with complex traits
residing in non-coding regulatory regions [9] and disease associated variants are
enriched in enhancer regulatory elements [3]. The sizes and number of enhancers
linked to a gene reflect its disease pathogenicity [10]. The enhancer signature
and landscape contribute significantly to gene regulation, expression, and dysregulation of genes leading to disease conditions specially in multistep malignant
cellular transformation [4]. Multiple enhancers can act in a coordinated fashion
to regulate spatiotemporal transcription of one or multiple genes [11]. There
is limited information on systematic investigation of DNA regulatory elements
which are poorly conserved and highly heterogenous in eukaryotic systems
[12]. Histone marks and chromatin states support DNA accessibility but there
is still limited documentation on the type of features, its interactions within/
between enhancer elements which pivot gene regulation.
Numerous
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computational tools and databases like the Roadmap [13],
ENCODE [14], FANTOM [15] and Blueprint/IHEC
[16] have been integrated within the UCSC genome browser to
facilitate accessibility and identify the regulatory elements [14]
including enhancers [17], however its accuracy is still low due to
sequence heterogeneity [18]. Apart from above databases, there
are Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) databases, which
help identify variants within DNA regulatory elements. Any kind
of sequence alternations within enhancer elements is crucial since
it drives the aberrant regulation of oncogenes in cancer [19].

features within regulatory elements in genes across different data
sets within a specific biological context to add valuable information
about biological processes. In this review we show BRCA1 as
a candidate gene to report features residing within its DNA
regulatory element to highlight its landscape with the intention to
elucidate a need to use this information in an integrative manner
to better target BRCA1 linked sporadic breast cancer.

The BRCA1 is a well-studied human tumor suppressor gene
located on chromosome 17, band q21.31, spans across Chr17:
43,044,295-43,125,483 [Build GRCh38/hg38] and plays an
important role in maintaining genomic stability [20]. BRCA1
generates 34 transcripts and the protein constitutes of the (a)
RING domain, present at the N-terminal (between exon 2 to
7); (b) serine cluster domain, present around exon 11-13 central
region of the BRCA1 gene and (c) two BRCT domains, at the
C- terminal [exon 16-24], which is a phosphoprotein binding
domain with specificity for proteins phosphorylated by ATM/
ATR kinases. [21] BRCA1 protein has a significant role in
both hereditary and sporadic breast cancers [22]. Hereditary
breast cancers constitute ~5-10% [23] and are caused due to an
inheritance of gene mutation and is recognized by early age at
onset and family history [24]. Sporadic breast cancers arise from
gene damage acquired from environmental exposures, dietary
factors, hormones, aging, and other influences and account for
~90% - 95% of total breast cancer burden [25]. Sporadic breast
cancers are attributed to altered expression of BRCA1 protein
[22] and studies report, reduced levels of BRCA1 mRNA in
majority of breast cancers [26], suggesting its role on the onset
and progression of sporadic breast cancer.

The University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Human
Genome Browser of genome builds GRCh37/hg19 and
GRCh38/hg38, were evaluated at chromosome coordinates
chr17: 41,196,312- 41,277,500 and chr17: 43,044,29543,125,483 respectively. Encyclopedia of DNA Elements
(ENCODE) data and tracks was utilized to identify the functional
elements on BRCA1.The ENCODE tracks including features,
GeneHancer, histone marks (H3K4me1, H3K36me3, H3K9ac,
H3K27ac), chromatin state segmentation, transposable elements,
repeat regions, transcription factor binding (TFB) and expressed
quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) from GTEx v8 was mapped on
BRCA1 genomic region. Tracks specific to cell lines was used to
integrate and compare chromatin states and transcription factor
binding in the enhancer region [Supplementary Figure S1].

These studies indicate dysregulated BRCA1 gene transcription
and a requirement to diagnose gene regulatory features/
mechanisms within BRCA1 which may contribute in regulation
of gene transcription. Although limited, there are experimental
evidences where chromatin state and histone marks determine
BRCA1 promoter accessibility and the balance of transcriptional
co- activators and co-repressors influence gene expression [27].
Secondly, a study identified a 36 bp positive regulatory region
(PRR) within BRCA1 which recruited specific factors and on
deletion of PRR there was a significant reduction in BRCA1
transcriptional activity [28]. Thirdly, transposable elements on
BRCA1 introns have reported rearrangements [29] which are
associated with genetic variation and loss of function leading
to pathogenesis [30]. Last but the most studied are the BRCA1
single nucleotide polymorphisms that impact transcriptional
regulation, and alter promoter activity [31].
Therefore, reports of features on BRCA1 regulatory elements
could give better insight to its expression. Although there are
extensive data and tools for investigation of gene transcription,
regulation and genetic variation, there is limited information on
the how features within DNA regulatory elements can influence
factors regulating these genes. There is a need to identify such

Methods
ENCODE data mapping to BRCA1

Single nucleotide polymorphism mapping to BRCA1
The NCBI SNP database (dbSNP) was used to search for
SNPs located specifically within the DNA regulatory elements
on BRCA1 identified by the ENCODE tracks. These SNPs
were analyzed using Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor (VEP)
[32] to find the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [33]
and Polymorphism Phenotyping (PolyPhen) [34]. SIFT and
PolyPhen were used to identify SNPs which had a pathogenic
effect on the regulatory region or protein function due to alteration
in amino acid sequence. The SNPs present on regulatory region of
BRCA1 were analyzed using Linkage Disequilibrium haplotype
(LDhap), matrix (LDMatrix) and trait (LDtrait) Tools. They
were used to report the population specific allele frequencies,
measure correlation between SNPs and associate SNPs to traits.
SNPs with alleles frequencies > 10% and correlation >50% were
reported [35].

Results
Double elite enhancer
We report a 2,654 bp double elite regulatory feature, BRCA1/
GH17J043079, which spans the between 13/24 exon and 12/23
intron. Approximately 98% of this double elite, medium to weak
regulatory element resides within non coding region of the BRCA1
gene as annotated by the GeneHancer regulatory elements and
gene interactions database track [36]. Predicted regulatory
elements are annotated “double elite” if their GeneHancer gene
association scores are obtained from more than one data source
indicating a robust prediction which is likely to be functional.
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Elite enhancer and its interactions
The GRCh38/hg38 genome (2013) build reports the
elite enhancer regulatory element at chromosome position
chr17:43079182-43081835 and interacts with promoter of
Neighbor of BRCA1 gene 1 (NBR1) which further interacts
with promoter of Transmembrane Protein 106A (TMEM106A)
located at chr17:43210408-43214787, situated downstream
to BRCA1 [Figure 1] . The TMEM106A gene codes for a
transmembrane protein that activates macrophages, upregulates
the expression of CD80, CD69 and MHC II on macrophages
and induces the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. The
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GH17J043079 enhancer in genome build GRCh37/hg19
(2009) reported to interact with the promoter of the Neighbor
of BRCA1 gene 2 (NBR2, chr17:41,277,600-41,292,342) which
interacts with promoter of the Ribosomal Protein L27 (RPL27,
chr17: 41149342-41154588) gene and Vesicle Amine Transport
1 (VAT1, chr17:41176061-41178050) gene, located upstream to
BRCA1 [Figure 2] . RPL27 encodes a member of the L27e family
of ribosomal proteins required for catalyzing of protein synthesis
and VAT1 gene encodes protein responsible for regulating storage
and release of neurotransmitters in the nerve terminal and vesicular
transport. NBR2 gene is known as a junk gene which encodes

Figure 1: Genome Build GRCh38 /hg38 illustrating GH17J043079 regulatory element on BRCA1. The regulatory element (circled in red) is an
elite enhancer (GH17J043079) in BRCA1 gene. This enhancer region interacts with the promoter region of NBR1 gene, which further interacts
with the promoters of TMEM106A gene.

Figure 2: Genome Build GRCh37/hg19 illustrating GH17J043079 regulatory element on BRCA1. The regulatory element (circled in red) is an elite
enhancer (GH17J043079) in BRCA1 gene. This enhancer region interacts with the promoter region of NBR2 gene which further interacts with the
promoters of VAT1 and RPL27 genes.
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for a long non-coding RNA [36]. The enhancer, GH17J043079
on interacting with the NBR2 promoter, GH17J043124 may
influence the transcriptional activity of BRCA1 [37] and/or
expression of different gene targets (VAT1 and RPL27) of NBR2.
The human gene database, GeneCards [38] annotated
the elite enhancer to interact with long noncoding RNA
(NONHSAG021878.2 and NONHSAG021878.2) and the piwi
interacting RNAs (piR-60898-014, piR-48218-015), which have
the ability to repress the mobilization of transposable elements
(TEs) and maintain genomic integrity via transcriptional or posttranscriptional mechanisms [39] [Supplementary Table S1].
Chromatin dynamics on double elite enhancer
Chromatin dynamics reported as chromatin states, histone
marks and DNase hypersensitivity sites indicate accessibility of
DNA for transcription. The double elite enhancer on BRCA1
reports different chromatin states depending on type of cell line.
It is reported as weakly active (yellow) in the human embryonic
stem cells (hESC) and active (green) in chronic myelogenous
leukemia cells (K562), human mammary epithelial cells (HMEC)
and human lung fibroblast (NHLF) respectively Supplementary
Figure S2]. The highly dynamic histone marks report potential
DNA regulatory features on the genome. Four cell lines reported
histone methylation (H3K4me1, H3K36me3) and acetylation
(H3K9ac, H3K27ac) marks on BRCA1/GH17J043079 enhancer
in genome build GRChr37/hg19. An average ChIP- seq signal
of 4.4 units (SD= 3.2) was observed in human embryonic stem
cells (H1-hESC) and 5.9 (SD=4.9) in hepatocytes (HepG2)
for H3K4me1 activity. Similarly, ChIP-seq signal of 7.1 (SD
5.2) and 12.11 (SD=5.7) was observed for H3K36m3 in human
erythroleukemic cell line (K562) and HeLa cells respectively
indicating active transcription. H3K27ac average value of 5.57
(SD=3.06) in H1-hESC suggest active enhancer activity/function,
[Supplementary Figure S3] where the average value indicates the
intensity of histone activity across the enhancer region. Overall,
the histone marks on GH17J043079 suggest active function in
H1-hESC and cancerous cells (K562, HeLa).
Single nucleotide polymorphism on elite enhancer
Prior studies report genetic polymorphisms within coding and
non-coding regions contribute to BRCA1 functioning [40, 41].
SNPs also help illustrate the mechanistic importance of a locus to
explain their association with risk for associated traits [42]. The
genome build GRCh38/hg38 at chr17: 43079182 to 43081835
reported 612 SNPs on the elite enhancer, 28 were unique and
associated with breast cancer pathogenicity. These were intronic
variants and were clinically reported as benign: likely benign:
likely pathogenic at the ratio 17:10:1. Further annotation of these
SNPs identified a splice acceptor variant (rs374435098), missense
variant (rs183331660, rs374519494 and rs1555583238) and a
frameshift variant (rs1555583250). From a total of 28 SNPs, only
rs1555583238 showed pathogenic effect with SIFT value of 0 and
PolyPhen value of 0.93 [Table 1] .
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The SNPs,
rs4793197,
rs8176190,
rs8176192,
rs8176193 and rs8176194 demonstrated high variation in their
allele frequencies across populations. The major and minor
allele frequency ratio of rs4793197 (G/A) in the African (AFR),
European (EUR) and Asian (SAS) population were 84/16,
64/35, 50/50, demonstrating a gradual change in rs4793197
allele frequency ratio from 8:2 to 5:5 from African to Asian. The
major to minor allele frequency of SNPs rs8176190 (C/T) was,
98/1.7, 81/19 and 68/32; rs8176192 (C/G) was 52/48; 99/0.5
and 97/3.2; rs8176193 (C/T) reported 78/22; 64/36 and 50/50
and rs8176194 (A/C) showed 84/16, 64/36 and 50/50 across
AFR, EUR and SAS respectively [Figure-3] . There is a minimum
of ~18% and maximum of 35% difference in allele frequencies
across the 5 intronic variants present on BRCA/GH17J043079
regulatory element. This gradual increase in the minor allele
frequency across different populations may suggest potential
genetic drift via either natural selection or mutations.
Allele frequencies of SNPs present on elite enhancer were
correlated (R2) across African (AFR), European (EUR) and
South Asians (SAS) populations with help of LD Matrix. Majority
of the SNPs were highly correlated, however few exceptions
showed weak correlation in AFR but moderate (60%) to high
(~90%) in SAS and EUR. We observed that correlation of
between rs8176193 and rs8176194 in AFR (0.64), SAS (0.98)
and EUR (1), was 0.64,0.98 and 1 respectively. Similarly,
correlation reported as follows between rs4793197: rs8176194
(R2= 0.989, 0.996, 1), rs4793197: rs8176193 (R2= 0.657, 0.991,
1) and rs8176186: rs8176192 (R2 = 0.017, 0.399, 0.967). Higher
correlation across SNPs located on BRCA1/GH17J043079
across population indicated similar allele frequency, while low
R2 suggested weak correlation indicative to variations across
population [Supplementary Figure S4]. SNPs have been
associated with risk of numerous complex disorders via genome
wide association studies. LDtrait Tool was used to explore the
association between SNPs present on enhancer and any known
trait. There was no direct association with any trait, however,
we observed enhancer SNPs, rs4793197, rs8176194, rs8176193
and rs8176190 showed 74- 97% correlation with 4 other SNPs
which were associated with traits like menopause, menarche,
blood protein levels, body mass index and eosinophil counts
[Supplementary Table S2].
Elite enhancer on BRCA1 recruit cell line specific
transcription factors (TFs)
Enhancers function to fine tune target gene transcript levels
by recruiting transcription factors like CRE binding Protein
(CREBP) which further mediates the recruitment of Polymerase
II at the gene promoter [43] in a cell type specific gene expression.
Three transcription factors, zinc finger protein 384 (ZNF384),
hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 alpha (HNF4A) and specificity
protein 1 (SP1) in liver cells is shown to bind to the elite enhancer
element, BRCA1/ GH17J043079. The transcription factor,
ZNF384 binding to GH17J043079 enhancer region, showed a
strong binding (dark gray; score = 340) activity in liver carcinoma
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Table 1: SNPS present on GH17J043079. The tables report list of filtered SNPs based on clinical relevance, SIFT and PolyPhen values present
on the enhancer (GRCh38/hg38) coordinates Ch17: 43079182 to 43081835.
Sl
No.
1
2
3

rs4793197
rs6416927
rs8176186

Intron/
Exon
I:12/23
I:12/23
I:12/23

-

-

No
No
No

Functional
Consequence
Intron variant
Intron variant
Intron variant

4

rs8176187

I:12/23

-

-

No

Intron variant

benign

5
6
7
8

rs8176188
rs8176190
rs8176192
rs8176193

I:12/23
I:12/23
I:12/23
I:12/23

-

-

No
No
No
No

Intron variant
Intron variant
Intron variant
Intron variant

benign
benign
benign
benign

9

rs8176194

I:13/23

10

rs77008361

I:12/23

11

rs77473713

I:12/23

12
13
14

rs143578208
rs149328571
rs150670602

I:12/23
I:12/23
I:12/23

15

rs183331660

E:13/24 0.71

16
17
18
19

rs186914333
rs191331108
rs193146830
rs200147389

I:12/23
I:12/23
I:13/23
I:12/23

20

rs374435098

I:12/23

21

rs374519494

22

rs ID

SIFT PolyPhen Deleterious

Clinical
significance
benign
benign
benign

-

-

No

Intron variant

benign

-

No

Intron variant

benign

-

No

Intron variant

benign

-

-

No
No
No

0.012

No

-

-

No
No
No
No

-

-

No

E:13/24 0.83

0

No

rs530463308

I:12/23

-

-

No

23

rs562625234

I:13/23

-

-

No

24

rs746972533

I:13/23

-

-

No

25

rs869312511

I:12/23

-

-

No

26

rs1057517571

E:13/24 0.06

0.021

No

27

rs1555583238

E:13/24

0

0.93

Yes

28

rs1555583250

E:13/24

-

-

No

GRCh38

GRCh37

Chr17:43079885
Chr17:43080327
Chr17:43081610
Chr
17:43081192
Chr17:43080841
Chr17:43080681
Chr17:43079681
Chr17:43079499
Chr
17:43079204
Chr17:43080276
Chr
17:43081018
Chr17:43080359
Chr17:43080091
Chr17:43081527

Chr17:41231902
Chr17:41232344
Chr17:41233627
Chr17:41233209
Chr17:41232858
Chr17:41232698
Chr17:41231698
Chr17:41231516
Chr17:41231221
Chr17:41232293
Chr17:41233035

Intron variant
benign
Chr17:41232376
Intron variant
benign
Chr17:41232108
Intron variant
benign
Chr17:41233544
intron_variant,
coding_sequen
Chr
likely-benign
Chr17:41231351
17:43079334
ce_ariant,missense_
variant
Intron variant
likely-benign
Chr17:43079472 Chr17:41231489
Intron variant
likely-benign
Chr17:43079473 Chr17:41231490
Intron variant
likely-benign
Chr17:43079330 Chr17:41231347
Intron variant
benign
Chr17:43080891 Chr17:41232908
splice_acceptor_
likely-pathogenic Chr17:43079400 Chr17:41231417
variant,intro
intron_variant,
likelycoding_sequen
benign,uncertain- Chr17:43079339 Chr17:41231356
ce_variant,missense_
significance
variant
Intron variant
benign
Chr17:43081753 Chr17:41233770
Chr
Intron variant
benign
Chr17:41231335
17:43079318
Intron variant
likely-benign
Chr17:43079329 Chr17:41231346
Chr
Intron variant
likely-benign
Chr17:41233611
17:43081594
Chr
Intron variant
likely-benign
Chr17:41231366
17:43079349
coding_sequence_
variant,missense_
likely-benign
Chr17:43079352 Chr17:41231369
variant,intron_variant
coding_sequence_
variant,fra
likely-benign
Chr17:43079373 Chr17:41231391
meshift,intron_variant

cells (HepG2), HNF4A, showed 2 medium binding active peaks
(score = 202, 195) in liver tissue and SP1, showed low intensity
binding (light gray; Score = 133) peak in liver samples. Over all
potential binding efficiency of different transcription factors to
the elite enhancer element from low to high order is SP1, HNF4A
and ZNF384, with light grey for SP1 and dark grey for ZNF384.
We also searched TF chip seq data in A549, GM12878, H1-hESC,
HECK293T, K562, MCF7 cells but did not find any transcription
factor binding to the BRCA1/GH17J043079 enhancer element
[Figure 4a] .

eQTLs span the elite BRCA1 enhancer element
The expressive quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) are enriched
within enhancer elements [3, 44-46] and facilitate in regulation of
gene expression by increasing transcription levels and providing
spatiotemporal gene expression [10]. A total of 5 cis - eQTLs,
rs8176193, rs8176194, rs4793197, rs8176190 and rs8176192,
were present within BRCA1/ GH17J043079 [Figure-5] and
surprisingly none of them influenced the gene expression of
BRCA1. Instead, the eQTLs influenced the expression of 6 genes
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Figure 3: Illustration of SNPs present on GH17J043079 and its allele frequencies across AFR, EUR and SAS. (A) Genomic location of SNPs on
GH17J043079 enhancer. Red SNPs indicate protein altering variants and splice site variants and blue indicate intronic variants. (B) Indicates allele
frequencies of SNPs, rs8176190, rs8176193, rs4793197, rs8176194 and rs8176192 present on enhancer across African (AFR), Europe (EUR)
and South Asian (SAS).

Figure 4: Transcription Factor and Transposable elements on GH17J043079. (A) Shows presence of transcription factors SP1 (light gray – low
binding activity), HNF4A (gray- moderate binding activity) and ZNF384 (dark gray –strong binding activity) are present on the enhancer region,
which is specific to liver cell and tissue cell line. (B) Short and long interspersed nuclear element (SINE/LINE) transposable elements present on
GH17J043079.
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Figure 5: Expressed Quantitative trait locus present on GH17J043079. eQTLs, present on enhancer known to regulate 6 genes across
28 tissues.

proximal to BRCA1, across 28 different tissues types indicated
by GTEx [47]. The 6 genes whose expression are regulated by
the eQTLs are - NBR2, VAT1, LINC00854, PSMC3IP, RND2,
TMEM106A in following different tissues, adrenal gland, artery
aorta, artery coronary, brain, colon, esophagus, lung, muscle,
pituitary, skin, spleen, stomach, thyroid and testis.
Most of the eQTL report negative effect on expression,
indicating that presence of the SNP on the enhancer negatively
influences the expression of the genes across the different tissues
measured in fragments per kilobase of transcript per million
mapped reads (FPKM). The rs8176193, reduced RND2 gene
expression in testis (FPKM = -12.612) and rs8176190 reduced
VAT1 gene expression in esophagus (FPKM = -5.122). However,
eQTLs rs8176194 (FPKM = 1.215) and rs4793197 (FPKM =
1.215) positively influenced TMEM106A gene expression. The
rs8176193 moderately downregulated the NBR2 gene expression
across adrenal gland (FPKM = -0.713), artery aorta (FPKM=
-0.644), artery coronary (FPKM = -0.695), brain (FPKM
= -0.823), colon (FPKM = -0.858), lung (FPKM = -0.731),
prostate (FPKM = -0.942), skin (FPKM = -0.925), spleen
(FPKM = -0.939) and stomach (FPKM = -1.042) tissues. Since
the NBR2 and BRCA1 genes have a bi-directional promoter, it
can be speculated that an alteration in the transcription level of
NBR2 can influences the transcription and expression of BRCA1
indirectly [37].

BRCA1 elite enhancer contain Alu elements
The BRCA1 elite enhancer contains 3 short interspersed
nuclear elements (SINEs) repeats belonging to the Alu family,
AluSp (180bp), AluJo (282bp) and AluSx3 (85bp) and one 59 bp
long interspersed element 1 (LINE), L2b [Figure-4b]. These Alu
elements, AluSp (SW Score = 1431), AluJo (SW Score =1874)
illustrate a stronger signal (dark grey) compared to AluSx3 (SW
score =402) and L2b (SW score = 212) (light gray). Lighter gray
shade of the signal, having lower Smith Waterman (SW Score)
alignment score, indicates more number of base mismatch, base
deletion and base insertion. BRCA1 is known to be a hotspot for
Alu-Alu recombination and contain 137 Alu’s in its 23 introns
which make up 40% of its gene sequence [48]. The presence
of a SINEs and LINEs within the BRCA1 elite enhancer can
rearrange BRCA1 gene hence altering its functioning. This high
density of Alu elements within BRCA1 enhancer region and its
recombination events, indicates a direct association with the
alteration in genome regulation in breast cancer [49].

Discussion
We review and report an in-silico analysis of a cis regulatory
element, GH17J043079 as a double elite enhancer residing
partially in exon 13/24 and intron 12/23 of the BRCA1 gene.
It is reported to interact with NBR1 and NBR2 promoters and
has further long-distance interactions with TMEM106A gene
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promoter, RPL27 and VAT1 gene promoters respectively,
based on different genome builds. Histone marks, SNPs,
transcription factors, transposable elements and eQTLs analysis
within the GH17J043079 established it as a regulatory element
in the BRCA1 gene. Additionally, presence of histone marks
demonstrated high activity of BRCA1/ GH17J043079 in human
embryonic stem cells and cancerous cells. We observed that SNPs,
rs4793197, rs8176190, rs8176192, rs8176193 and rs8176194 on
BRCA1 enhancer element which showed significant variation
in allele frequency across ethnicities and rs374435098, a “likely
pathogenic” variant was involved in alternate splicing while
rs8176193 variant in BRCA1 gene had a risk of breast cancer.
Interestingly, the GH17J043079 enhancer also contained eQTLs
which are potential regulators of neighbor genes NBR2, VAT1 and
RND2 but not the BRCA1 gene in different tissues. Additionally,
the enhancer element is rich with Alu elements indicating
potential role of gene rearrangements at BRCA1 and contained
transcription factor binding sites specific to liver cells and tissues.
This in-silico review reports several regulatory features housed
within the BRCA1 double elite element, indicating its complex
gene transcription regulation.
Sporadic breast cancer (BC) occurs due to somatic mutations
arising from defective DNA repair mechanisms and studies
indicate reduced BRCA1 levels in them [26]. Numerous
studies have investigated the signaling pathways responsible for
modulation of BRCA1 expression in sporadic Breast Cancer [37].
Interestingly studies have identified lacunae, suggesting that it
is not appropriate to investigate loss of BRCA1 in cells since it
does not explain tissue- and sex-specific cancer development
in BRCA1 mutation carriers. Instead, it would be interesting to
investigate the regulation of tissue and cell type dependent gene
transcription of BRCA1 along with genome stability. The latter
might illustrate a comprehensive account for BRCA1- dependent
tumor suppression in selective tissues [50- 52]. Here we have
analyzed the regulatory features present within the double
elite enhancer present on BRCA1 gene to review and report its
potential in BRCA1 gene regulation and expression. Many studies
report that chromatin modification signatures play integral
role in chromatin modification, promoter communication and
spatio-temporal gene expression. A chromatin conformation
study reports mutation in BRCA1, leading to significant loss
of H3K27ac-associated super-enhancers in primary mammary
epithelial cells, which led to loss of accessibility and binding to
GATA rich regions, which is important for regulation of luminal
cell fate in mammary gland [53]. Approximately 80% of breast
and ovarian cancer predisposition in due to mutations and gene
rearrangements in BRCA1 gene [54-56]. Gene rearrangements on
BRCA1 due to transposable elements led to frameshift mutation
and alternate splicing [57]. Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase
(PARP) inhibitors is one of the successful novel approaches to
targeted cancer treatment. Presence of transposable element
on BRCA1, led to rearranged, modified BRCA1 which further
contributed to reduced Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP)
inhibitor therapy [29].
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The presence of the Alu rich signature at GH17J043079
region has potential for gene rearrangements which could lead to
recruitment of different regulatory molecules and transcription
factors (TF) leading to aberrant regulation and nonallelic
recombination may lead to duplication and deletion of DNA
segments [58], which has been associated with disease [59].
Furthermore, there is evidence which report that Alu elements
function as regulatory elements which contain histone marks
for active chromatin and show tissue specific enrichment for the
H3K4me1 mark [60]. Majority of the intronic variants affect
splicing which influences gene transcripts and transcription
[61] which predisposes individual to multiple human diseases
[62-64]. BRCA1 alternative splice variants contribute to genetic
diversity and understanding the contribution of these variants
help understand role in tumor suppressor [65]. Studies report
a BRCA1 intronic variant which causes loss of donor splice
site and partial retention of intron 21 in patient transcript
demonstrating its pathogenetic role in breast cancer [66].
Although there is no direct evidence supporting the role of the
splice acceptor variant rs374435098, but the intron variant is
known to be pathogenic. However, studies have identified 2
novel intronic pathogenic variants BRCA1 c.4484 + 3 A > C
(rs80358063) and c.5407–10G > A (rs273901767) in BRCA1,
which caused complete splicing aberrations and altered the
reading frame [67]. Altered splicing by disrupting the splice
recognition motif or promoting incorporation of cryptic
splice sites lead to pathogenic consequences in the genome
[68-70].
The expression quantitative trait loci (eQTLs) indicates variant
to be associated with expression. Literature has demonstrated
that eQTL, rs9911630 located at 17q21 showed strong effects
on the expression levels of BRCA1 and NBR2 and LINC008854
non-coding RNAs [71]. In our in-silico evaluation we observed
the following, firstly, the 5 eQTLs on GH17J043079, majorly
regulated gene expression of NBR2 located adjacent to BRCA1
across different tissues. Secondly, the allele frequency of these
eQTLs varied between 18% to 35% across African, European and
South Asian ethnicity, suggestive of underlying natural selection,
genetic drift, and gene flow on them. Additionally, reports suggest
that genetic variants with extreme allele frequency differences
may underlie some human health disparities across populations
[72, 73]. Disease susceptible variants are commonly located in
cell type specific enhancer and association networks are built
on eQTLs associated to traits of clinical or pharmacological
relevance [74]. The eQTLs located on BRCA1 enhancer
interact with SNPs which are associated directly with traits like
menopause, menarche, blood protein levels and body mass
index. Furthermore early menarche and late menopause tend to
increase the risk of developing breast cancer [75]. The BRCA1
gene activates in association with various transcription factors
(TFs) which are associated to the basal transcriptional machinery
and transcription-coupled DNA repair processes [76]. The
GH17J043079 enhancer demonstrates liver specific transcription
by binding to SP1, HNF4A and ZNF384 transcription factors.
Such cell line specific activity of enhancer is known to facilitate
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sub type specific gene expression that are known to program
cancer pathogenesis [77].
In this review we cumulatively report and link the features
present in the major double elite cis regulatory element on
BRCA1 and speculate its putative role in its regulation. Firstly,
the GH17J043079 DNA element constitutes a rich landscape of
chromatin accessibility signatures, intronic variants, transcription
factors, eQTLs and transposable elements. Secondly, it reports
various interactions with adjacent genes, indicating that any
modification on GH17J043079 landscape can influence multiple
genes and tissue expression levels. The major strength of the
in-silico study is the elucidation and reporting of the intricate DNA
regulatory features present on one of the cis regulatory elements
in BRCA1 gene which can help design future functional studies
to understand spatio- temporal BRCA1 expression in context of
sporadic breast cancer. The limitation of the study is our restriction
to only one regulatory feature and absence of experimental data to
validate its role in BRCA1 regulation in sporadic breast cancer.
The future investigation can involve in-vitro study of mutation of
any single feature (Alu, eQTLs, etc) within the GH17J043079
region, diagnose altered transcript and gene expression profile
of BRCA1 or its interactions. In summary our review provides a
single candidate based in-silico evaluation of the features present
on cis regulatory element in BRCA1 which helps to understand
the intricate role of BRCA1 in disease conditions and facilitate to
better design functional studies to appreciate BRCA1 complex
regulation and spatio temporal expression in sporadic breast
cancer.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FILES

Figure S1: Methodology used to obtain the features of the regulatory element present on BRCA1 gene.

Figure S2: Chromatin Segmentation and Transcriptional Activity of the regulatory element. The yellow region in the hESC cells indicates the
regulatory element to be a weak enhancer region. The dark green and the green region in K562, HMEC and NHLF respectively indicates the
regulatory element to be a transcriptionally active region.
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Figure S3: Histone Modification - methylation (H3K4me1, H3K36me3) and acetylation (H3K9ac, H3K27ac) marks on BRCA1/GH17J043079
enhancer region across cell lines.

Figure S4: Correlation across the SNPs on BRCA1/GH17J043079 from dbSNP using LD matrix, from left to right in populations of AFR, EUR and
SAS. Red squares indicate R2, while the blue dots indicate D’. The bright red dots indicate the correlation > 50%.
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Table S1: Interactions of regulatory element (GH17J043079) with RNA genes. This enhancer region interacts with the RNA genes such as long
non-coding RNA and piwi interacting RNAs.
SL No

Symbol

Description

Function

1

BRCA1

BRCA1 DNA Repair Associated

Protein Coding

2

RPL27

Ribosomal Protein L27

Protein Coding

3

PSMC3IP

PSMC3 Interacting Protein

Protein Coding

4

VAT1

Vesicle Amine Transport 1

Protein Coding

5

RND2

Rho Family GTPase 2

Protein Coding

6

NBR2

Neighbor of BRCA1 LncRNA2

RNA Gene

7

PTGES3L-AARSD1

PTGES3L-AARSD1 Readthrough

Protein Coding

8

RPL21P4

Ribosomal Protein L21 Pseudogene 4

Pseudogene

9

NONHSAG021878.2

LncRNA

RNA Gene

10

piR-48218-015

piRNA

RNA Gene

11

NONHSAG021873.2

LncRNA

RNA Gene

12

piR-60898-014

piRNA

RNA Gene

Table S2: The bold text represents SNPs rs4793197, rs8176190, rs8176193 and rs8176194 associated with traits like menopause, menarche
and blood protein levels.
Sn No

Query

GWAS Trait

RS Number

Position (GRCh37)

R2

D'

1

rs4793197

Body mass index

rs2670854

chr17:41085683

0.23

0.53

2

rs4793197

White blood cell count

rs28678167

chr17:41172481

0.38

0.85

3

rs4793197

Age at menopause

rs9915489

chr17:41173226

0.26

0.97

4

rs4793197

Body mass index

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.48

1

5

rs4793197

Eosinophil counts

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.48

1

6

rs4793197

Menopause (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.79

0.9

7

rs4793197

Menarche (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.79

0.9

8

rs4793197

Menopause (age at onset)

rs8176071

chr17:41278005

0.87

0.99

9

rs4793197

Blood protein levels

rs74252763

chr17:41402020

0.82

0.94

10

rs8176190

White blood cell count

rs28678167

chr17:41172481

0.14

0.81

11

rs8176190

Age at menopause

rs9915489

chr17:41173226

0.1

0.96

12

rs8176190

Body mass index

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.74

0.93

13

rs8176190

Eosinophil counts

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.74

0.93

14

rs8176190

Menopause (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.39

0.98

15

rs8176190

Menarche (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.39

0.98

16

rs8176190

Menopause (age at onset)

rs8176071

chr17:41278005

0.36

0.99

17

rs8176190

Blood protein levels

rs74252763

chr17:41402020

0.37

1

18

rs8176190

Heel bone mineral density

rs9904639

chr17:41437020

0.14

0.6

19

rs8176192

Coronary artery disease

rs9912587

chr17:41173086

0.11

0.46

20

rs8176192

Age at menopause

rs9915489

chr17:41173226

0.16

0.99

21

rs8176192

Menopause (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.13

1

22

rs8176192

Menarche (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.13

1

23

rs8176192

Menopause (age at onset)

rs8176071

chr17:41278005

0.14

1

24

rs8176192

Blood protein levels

rs74252763

chr17:41402020

0.12

0.94

25

rs8176192

Heel bone mineral density

rs9904639

chr17:41437020

0.12

0.46

26

rs8176193

Body mass index

rs2670854

chr17:41085683

0.21

0.54

27

rs8176193

White blood cell count

rs28678167

chr17:41172481

0.32

0.74
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28

rs8176193

Age at menopause

rs9915489

chr17:41173226

0.23

0.86

29

rs8176193

Body mass index

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.42

1

30

rs8176193

Eosinophil counts

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.42

1

31

rs8176193

Menopause (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.9

0.99

32

rs8176193

Menarche (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.9

0.99

33

rs8176193

Menopause (age at onset)

rs8176071

chr17:41278005

0.97

0.99

34

rs8176193

Blood protein levels

rs74252763

chr17:41402020

0.89

0.96

35

rs8176194

Body mass index

rs2670854

chr17:41085683

0.23

0.54

36

rs8176194

White blood cell count

rs28678167

chr17:41172481

0.39

0.85

37

rs8176194

Age at menopause

rs9915489

chr17:41173226

0.27

0.97

38

rs8176194

Body mass index

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.47

1

39

rs8176194

Eosinophil counts

rs8176166

chr17:41240277

0.47

1

40

rs8176194

Menopause (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.79

0.9

41

rs8176194

Menarche (age at onset)

rs1799949

chr17:41245466

0.79

0.9

42

rs8176194

Menopause (age at onset)

rs8176071

chr17:41278005

0.88

0.99

43

rs8176194

Blood protein levels

rs74252763

chr17:41402020

0.82

0.94
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